









































































































mφんu号、 行 数 9,241 
平均行長（文字数） 51.9 
総 文 数 67,377 
平均文長（文字数） 7.1 
延 ,-:. 単 三ロ五口 数 127,154 













単 語 ロロ 詞 頻 度
ター ミナルケア 名 詞 7,321 
看 護 名 詞 4,159 
癌 看 言蔓 名 言司 1,880 
患 者 名 詞 1,818 
末期患者 名 詞 1,673 
終 末 期 名 詞 1,487 
H君主－・ 族 名 詞 1,348 
悪 ’性 名 詞 1,315 
緩和ケア 名 詞 1,293 
在宅介護 名 言司 1,189 
死 名 詞 1,146 
看 3蔓 師 名 詞 1,086 
ホスピスケア 名 詞 1,080 
1重 腸 名 詞 1,052 
ホス ピス 名 調 1,010 
ケ ア 名 調 973 
癌 患 者 名 調 828 
態 度 名 調 826 
家族看護 名 詞 753 
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図2 係り受け頻度分析
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Abstract 
To understand the research trend in the terminal or hospice care担 Japan,we analyze the 
articles collected in the Japanese medical science database "Ichushi （医中誌） ".Firs七weextracted 
the articles with the keywords 、ursing＇’and"terminal care”（or "hospice"), appear加gfrom 
1983 to 2007. In Japan, the studies in this町田町edramatically increasing in the 21st Century. The 
decrease of the ye訂s2006 and 2007 may be due to technical reasons of the Ichushi. 
Then we analyzed the words in the titles and the keywords of 9241 extracted articles by a 
Japanese text m血ingsoftware. Over these articles, the average number of letters used in the titles 
and the keywords were 51.9.百四 totalwords extracted for analysis were 127,154 by 11,914 
different words. The words frequently used were "terminal care" (7321），乍ursing”（4159),
"cancer nursing" (1880), etc. We then focused on the words "family", "pa担” and"stressぺand
found the words mostly associated, or jointly used, with these words by using word network 
analysis. When the word "s仕ess"was used as the keyword for analysis, it was suggested that 
”nurse" was most associated, followed by "family" and "patient" in this order, while ”family” 
was most related with "family supportぺfollowedby "family patient ＂.”Pain”was most 
associated with "palliationぺfollowedby "patient". As the reason why a number of studies have 
been carried out on the association between "s廿ess”and"nurseぺitwas suggested as the 
background that it was difficult to find a practical method to provide psychological help to 
patients at the terminal stage and their family although its necessity was fully recognized. 
Key Words : Text m凶 ng,nursing, tern山 alc町e,hospices, Ichushi 
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